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Abstract
This paper studies Brownian motion and heat kernel measure on a class of infinite dimensional Lie
groups. We prove a Cameron–Martin type quasi-invariance theorem for the heat kernel measure and give
estimates on the Lp norms of the Radon–Nikodym derivatives. We also prove that a logarithmic Sobolev
inequality holds in this setting.
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1. Introduction
We define Brownian motion on a class of infinite dimensional Lie groups which we call
semi-infinite Lie groups. We then prove a Cameron–Martin type quasi-invariance result for the
associated heat kernel measure, as well as a logarithmic Sobolev inequality. A particular example
of these semi-infinite Lie algebras was treated in [11], and we build on the methods used there.
We briefly describe here the main results and give an outline of the paper; see Sections 2 and 3
for definitions. Let (W,H,μ) be an abstract Wiener space and v be a finite dimensional nilpotent
Lie algebra equipped with an inner product. Let g = W ⊕ v be a nilpotent Lie algebra extension
of W by v, and we will call gCM = H ⊕ v the Cameron–Martin Lie subalgebra of g. Since g is
nilpotent, we may define an explicit group operation on g via the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff–
Dynkin formula, and W ⊕ v equipped with this group operation will be denoted by G. Similarly,
GCM = H ⊕ v with the same group operation is called the Cameron–Martin subgroup of G, and
we equip GCM with the left invariant Riemannian metric which agrees with the inner product
〈
(A,a), (B,b)
〉
gCM
= 〈A,B〉H + 〈a, b〉v
on gCM ∼= TeGCM .
In Section 2, we set the notation and give some standard facts needed about abstract Wiener
spaces and extensions of Lie algebras. In Section 3, we construct (nilpotent) semi-infinite Lie
algebras and give some examples. We make some additional requirements so that the Lie bracket
on g is continuous, making g into a Banach Lie algebra. In Section 3.2, this continuity gives
bounded Hilbert–Schmidt norms for the Lie bracket, and, in Section 3.4, lower bounds on the
Ricci curvature of G and a uniform lower bound on certain finite dimensional approximations
of G.
In Section 4, we define Brownian motion on G as the solution to a stochastic differential
equation with respect to a Wiener process on g. For a sketch of this construction, let Bt de-
note Brownian motion on g. Then, Brownian motion on G is the solution to the Stratonovich
stochastic differential equation
δgt = gt δBt := Lgt∗δBt , with g0 = e = (0,0).
(Note that here and throughout this paper, δgt and δBt denote Stratonovich differentials.) For
t > 0, let n(t) denote the simplex in Rn given by
{
s = (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ Rn: 0 < s1 < s2 < · · · < sn < t
}
.
3554 T. Melcher / Journal of Functional Analysis 257 (2009) 3552–3592Let Sn denote the permutation group on (1, . . . , n), and, for each σ ∈ Sn, let e(σ ) denote the num-
ber of “errors” in the ordering (σ (1), σ (2), . . . , σ (n)), that is, e(σ ) = #{j < n: σ(j) > σ(j +1)}.
Then the Brownian motion on G may be written as
gt =
r−1∑
n=1
∑
σ∈Sn
(
(−1)e(σ )
/
n2
[
n− 1
e(σ )
]) ∫
n(t)
[[· · · [δBsσ(1) , δBsσ(2) ], . . .], δBsσ(n)],
where this sum is finite since g is assumed to be nilpotent. In Section 4, we show that these
stochastic integrals are well defined and each may be expressed as a sum of iterated Itô integrals.
We also show that gt may be realized as a limit of Brownian motions living on the finite dimen-
sional approximations to G. In particular, we show in Proposition 4.9 that this convergence holds
in Lp , for all p ∈ [1,∞).
In Theorem 5.3, we apply the previous results and a theorem from [12] to prove that
νt = Law(gt ) is invariant under (right or left) translation by elements of GCM . Moreover, this
theorem gives good bounds on the Lp-norms of the Radon–Nikodym derivatives. These results
are important for future applications to spaces of holomorphic functions on G, as in [13]. We
also show in Theorem 5.7 that a logarithmic Sobolev inequality holds for polynomial cylinder
functions on G.
For heat kernel analysis, quasi-invariance results, and logarithmic Sobolev inequalities in re-
lated infinite dimensional settings, see [1,19].
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Abstract Wiener spaces
In this section, we summarize several well-known properties of Gaussian measures and ab-
stract Wiener spaces that are required for the sequel. For proofs of these results, see Section 2
of [11]. Also see [6,21] for more on abstract Wiener spaces and some particular examples.
Suppose that W is a real separable Banach space and BW is the Borel σ -algebra on W .
Definition 2.1. A measure μ on (W,BW) is called a (mean zero, non-degenerate) Gaussian
measure provided that its characteristic functional is given by
μˆ(u) :=
∫
W
eiu(x) dμ(x) = e− 12 q(u,u), for all u ∈ W ∗,
for q = qμ :W ∗ × W ∗ → R a symmetric, positive definite quadratic form. That is, q is a real
inner product on W ∗.
Theorem 2.2. Let μ be a Gaussian measure on a real separable Banach space W . For 1 p <
∞, let
Cp :=
∫
‖w‖pW dμ(w). (2.1)
W
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‖w‖H := sup
u∈W ∗\{0}
|u(w)|√
q(u,u)
and define the Cameron–Martin subspace H ⊂ W by
H := {h ∈ W : ‖h‖H < ∞}.
Then
(1) For all 1 p < ∞, Cp < ∞.
(2) H is a dense subspace of W .
(3) There exists a unique inner product 〈·,·〉H on H such that ‖h‖2H = 〈h,h〉H for all h ∈ H ,
and H is a separable Hilbert space with respect to this inner product.
(4) For any h ∈ H , ‖h‖W √C2‖h‖H .
(5) If {kj }∞j=1 is an orthonormal basis of H and ϕ is a bounded linear map from W to a real
Hilbert space C, then
‖ϕ‖2H ∗⊗C :=
∞∑
j=1
∥∥ϕ(kj )∥∥2C =
∫
W
∥∥ϕ(w)∥∥2C dμ(w) < ∞. (2.2)
A simple consequence of (2.2) is that
‖ϕ‖2H ∗⊗C  ‖ϕ‖2W ∗⊗C
∫
W
‖w‖2W dμ(w) = C2‖ϕ‖2W ∗⊗C. (2.3)
2.2. Extensions of Lie algebras
Suppose v is a Lie algebra and Der(v) is the set of derivations on v. That is, Der(v) consists
of all linear maps ρ :v → v satisfying Leibniz’s rule:
ρ
([X,Y ]v)= [ρ(X),Y ]v + [X,ρ(Y )]v.
Der(v) forms a Lie algebra with Lie bracket defined by the commutator:
[ρ1, ρ2] = ρ1ρ2 − ρ2ρ1, for ρ1, ρ2 ∈ Der(v).
Der(v) is a subset of linear maps on v, so if v is a normed vector space, one may equip Der(v)
with the usual norm
‖ρ‖0 = sup
{∥∥ρ(X)∥∥
v
: ‖X‖v = 1
}
. (2.4)
Now suppose that h and v are Lie algebras, and that there is a linear mapping
α :h → Der(v)
3556 T. Melcher / Journal of Functional Analysis 257 (2009) 3552–3592and a skew-symmetric bilinear mapping
ω :h × h → v,
satisfying, for all X,Y,Z ∈ h,
[αX,αY ] − α[X,Y ]h = adω(X,Y ) (B1)
and
∑
cyclic
(
αXω(Y,Z)−ω
([X,Y ]h,Z))= 0. (B2)
Then, one may verify that, for X1 + V1,X2 + V2 ∈ h ⊕ v,
[X1 + V1,X2 + V2]g := [X1,X2]h +ω(X1,X2)+ αX1V2 − αX2V1 + [V1,V2]v
defines a Lie bracket on g := h⊕ v, and we say g is an extension of h over v. That is, g is the Lie
algebra with ideal v and quotient algebra g/v = h. The associated exact sequence is
0 → v ι1−→ g π2−→ h → 0,
where ι1 is inclusion and π2 is projection. In fact, the following theorem (see, for example, [2])
states that these are the only extensions of h over v.
Theorem 2.3. Isomorphism classes of extensions of h over v (that is, short exact sequences of Lie
algebras 0 → v → g → h → 0) modulo the equivalence described by the commutative diagram
of Lie algebra homomorphisms
0 v
id
g
ϕ
h
id
0
0 v g′ h 0,
correspond bijectively to equivalence classes of pairs of linear maps α :h → Der(v) and skew-
symmetric bilinear maps ω :h× h → v satisfying (B1) and (B2), where (α,ω) ≡ (α′,ω′) if there
exists a linear map b :h → v such that
α′X = αX + adb(X),
and
ω′(X,Y ) = ω(X,Y )+ αXb(Y )− αY b(X)− b
([X,Y ])+ [b(X), b(Y )]
v
.
The corresponding isomorphism ϕ :g → g′ is given by ϕ(X + V ) = X − b(X)+ V .
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phism α :h → gl(V ) and ω ∈ H 2(h,V ), a Chevalley cohomology class with coefficients in the
h-module V (see [16, Chapter 1, Sections 3.1 and 4.5]). For definitions and details on extensions
of Lie algebras, see Section XIV.5 of [7]. Ref. [2] also gives a nice (although unpublished) sum-
mary. Ref. [28] gives some conditions under which the extension of h over v is nilpotent (when
h and v are nilpotent); ref. [24] gives a characterization of extensions of a Lie algebra over a
Heisenberg Lie algebra.
3. Semi-infinite Lie algebras and groups
Throughout the rest of this paper (W,H,μ) will denote a real abstract Wiener space, and
v will denote a nilpotent Lie algebra with dim(v) = N < ∞, equipped with an inner product
〈·,·〉v and a Lie bracket [·,·]v. Since v is finite dimensional, its bracket is necessarily continuous
and there exists a constant c0 < ∞ such that
∥∥[X,Y ]∥∥
v
 c0‖X‖v‖Y‖v,
for all X,Y ∈ v. For simplicity, we will assume that c0 ≡ 1. Also, Der(v) will denote the deriva-
tions of v, equipped with the norm defined in (2.4).
We will consider the vector spaces g := W ⊕ v and gCM := H ⊕ v. Note that g is a Banach
space in the norm
∥∥(w,v)∥∥
g
:= ‖w‖W + ‖v‖v,
and gCM is a Hilbert space with respect to the inner product
〈
(A,a), (B,b)
〉
gCM
:= 〈A,B〉H + 〈a, b〉v.
The associated Hilbertian norm on gCM is given by
∥∥(A,a)∥∥
gCM
:=
√
‖A‖2H + ‖a‖2v.
Motivated by the discussion in Section 2.2, we may consider W as an abelian Lie algebra and
construct extensions of W over v. So suppose there are a skew-symmetric continuous bilinear
mapping
ω :W ×W → v
and a continuous linear mapping
α :W → Der(v)
such that α and ω satisfy (B1) and (B2), which in this setting become
[αX,αY ] = adω(X,Y ) (C1)
3558 T. Melcher / Journal of Functional Analysis 257 (2009) 3552–3592and
αXω(Y,Z)+ αYω(Z,X)+ αZω(X,Y ) = 0, (C2)
for all X,Y,Z ∈ W . Then we may define a Lie algebra structure on g = W ⊕v via the Lie bracket
[
(X1,V1), (X2,V2)
]
g
:= (0,ω(X1,X2)+ αX1V2 − αX2V1 + [V1,V2]v).
Theorem 2.3 indicates that these are the only extensions of W over v. Since v is nilpotent, we
may choose ω and α so that g is a nilpotent Lie algebra (see Section 3.1 for some examples).
Thus, we make the following definition.
Definition 3.1. Let (W,H,μ) be an abstract Wiener space and v a finite dimensional nilpotent
Lie algebra. Then g = W ⊕ v endowed with a Lie bracket satisfying
(1) [g,g] ⊂ v,
(2) [·,·] :g × g → g is continuous, and
(3) there exists r ∈ N such that admx = 0, for all m r and x ∈ g,
will be called a semi-infinite Lie algebra.
Each extension g will depend on (the equivalence class of) a given ω and α.
Notation 3.2. Let
‖ω‖0 := sup
{∥∥ω(w1,w2)∥∥v: ‖w1‖W = ‖w2‖W = 1}
and
‖α‖0 := sup
{‖αwv‖v: ‖w‖W = ‖v‖v = 1}
be the uniform norms of ω and α, which are finite by their assumed continuity.
It will be useful to note that
∥∥[·,·]∥∥0 := sup{∥∥[g1, g2]∥∥v: ‖g1‖g = ‖g2‖g = 1} ‖ω‖0 + 2‖α‖0 + 1 < ∞, (3.1)
and similarly
C := C(ω,α) := sup{∥∥[h, k]∥∥
v
: ‖h‖gCM = ‖k‖gCM = 1
}

∥∥[·,·]∥∥0 < ∞. (3.2)
Thus, for all h, k ∈ gCM , ∥∥adhk∥∥v  C‖h‖gCM‖k‖gCM ,
for  = 1, . . . , r − 1.
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log
(
eAeB
)= A+B + r−1∑
k=1
∑
(n,m)∈Ik
akn,m ad
n1
A ad
m1
B · · · adnkA admkB A,
for all A,B ∈ g, where
akn,m :=
(−1)k
(k + 1)m!n!(|n| + 1) , (3.3)
Ik := {(n,m) ∈ Zk+ × Zk+: ni +mi > 0 for all 1 i  k}, and for each multi-index n ∈ Zk+,
n! = n1! · · ·nk! and |n| = n1 + · · · + nk;
see, for example, [15]. Since g is nilpotent of step r ,
adn1A ad
m1
B · · · adnkA admkB A = 0 if |n| + |m| r,
for A,B ∈ g. Since g is simply connected and nilpotent, the exponential map is a global diffeo-
morphism (see, for example, Theorems 3.6.2 of [27] or 1.2.1 of [9]). In particular, we may view
g as both a Lie algebra and Lie group, and one may verify that
g · h = g + h+
r−1∑
k=1
∑
(n,m)∈Ik
akn,m adn1g ad
m1
h · · · adnkg admkh g (3.4)
defines a group structure on g. Note that g−1 = −g and the identity e = (0,0).
Definition 3.3. When we wish to emphasize the group structure on g, we will denote g by G.
Similarly, when we wish to view gCM as a subgroup of G, it will be denoted by GCM and will be
called the Cameron–Martin subgroup.
Remark 3.4. Note that, for the purpose of making Definition 3.1, it is not really necessary to
assume the continuity of the bracket or that g be nilpotent. That is, Definition 3.1 is reasonable if v
is a (not necessarily nilpotent) finite dimensional Lie algebra and we only require that [g,g] ⊂ v.
However, the group operation given here, and, in fact, all subsequent results included in this
paper, rely on the nilpotence, and many results require the continuity of the bracket. Thus, we
include these assumptions in the definition above.
Lemma 3.5. The Banach space topologies on g and gCM make G and GCM into topological
groups.
Proof. Since g and gCM are topological vector spaces, g → g−1 = −g and (g1, g2) → g1 + g2
are continuous by definition. The map (g1, g2) → [g1, g2] is continuous in both the g and gCM
topologies by the estimates in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). It then follows from (3.4) that (g1, g2) →
g1 · g2 is continuous as well. 
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In this section, we give a few simple examples of semi-infinite Lie algebras.
Example 3.6. If v is a finite dimensional inner product space, we may consider v as an abelian
Lie algebra, and taking α ≡ 0 yields the infinite dimensional (step 2, stratified) Heisenberg like
Lie algebras described in [11].
Example 3.7. Suppose v is an N -dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra. One standard way to con-
struct Lie algebra extensions is as follows. Let β :W → v be a continuous linear map, and define
α :W → Der(v) as the inner derivation αX := adβ(X). In this case, (C1) and (C2) are both satis-
fied if ω :W ×W → v is given by ω(X,Y ) := [β(X),β(Y )]v. Thus, g has Lie bracket[
(X,V ), (Y,U)
]
g
= (0, [β(X),β(Y )]
v
+ [β(X),U]
v
− [β(Y ),V ]
v
+ [V,U ]v
)
,
and, if v is nilpotent Lie algebra of step r , then g is nilpotent of step r .
One should note for this construction that, since β is linear, we have the decomposition W =
Nul(β) ⊕ Nul(β)⊥, where dim(Nul(β)⊥)  dim(v) = N . Thus, for X = X1 + X2, Y = Y1 +
Y2 ∈ W ,
ω(X1 +X2, Y1 + Y2) =
[
β(X1 +X2), β(Y1 + Y2)
]= [β(X2), β(Y2)],
and ω is a map on Nul(β)⊥×Nul(β)⊥. Thus, [Nul(β),Nul(β)] = {0} and similarly [Nul(β),v] =
{0}. So
g = W ⊕ v = Nul(β)⊕ Nul(β)⊥ ⊕ v
is in a sense just an extension of the finite dimensional subspace Nul(β)⊥ by v.
Example 3.8. One can generalize the previous example by taking a linear map β :W → h, where
h is nilpotent Lie algebra, and constructing an extension of h by a nilpotent Lie algebra. For the
sake of a concrete example, consider the following.
Let
W = W (R3)= {σ : [0,1] → R3: σ is continuous and σ(0) = 0}
and
H =
{
σ ∈ W : σ is absolutely continuous and
1∫
0
∥∥σ˙ (s)∥∥2 ds < ∞
}
,
so that (W,H) is classical Wiener space. Let v = R3 be an abelian Lie algebra. Let σ¯ =∫ 1
0 σ(s) ds = (σ¯1, σ¯2, σ¯3), and define ω :W ×W → R3 by
ω(σ, τ) = (σ¯1τ¯2 − τ¯1σ¯2, σ¯2τ¯3 − τ¯2σ¯3,0)
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ασ (x, y, z) = (0,0, σ¯1y − σ¯3x).
Then ασατ = 0 and (C1) is trivially satisfied. Using that
ακω(σ, τ ) =
(
0,0, κ¯1(σ¯2τ¯3 − τ¯2σ¯3)− κ¯3(σ¯1τ¯2 − τ¯1σ¯2)
)
one may verify that (C2) is satisfied. Thus, the Lie bracket for this extension g = W ⊕R3 is given
by
[
(σ, v), (τ, u)
]= (0, σ¯1τ¯2 − τ¯1σ¯2, σ¯2τ¯3 − τ¯2σ¯3, σ¯1u2 − σ¯3u1 − τ¯1v2 + τ¯3v1),[
(κ,w),
[
(σ, v), (τ, u)
]]= (0,0,0, κ¯1(σ¯2τ¯3 − τ¯2σ¯3)− κ¯3(σ¯1τ¯2 − τ¯1σ¯2)),
and all higher order brackets are 0.
As an aside, note that the bracket in this extension is essentially defined as the bracket of a
linear Lie algebra, and the extension itself is analogous to a (standard) construction of T4 = {4×4
strictly upper triangular matrices} as an extension of R3 by R3. To see this, for A = (a, b, c) ∈
R
3
, define the isomorphisms
f (A) =
⎛
⎜⎝
0 a 0 0
0 0 b 0
0 0 0 c
0 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎠= A˜ and g(A) =
⎛
⎜⎝
0 0 a c
0 0 0 b
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎠= A¯.
Let U = R3 and V = v = R3, and define ω′ :U ×U → g(V ) by
ω′(A,A′) = f (A)f (A′)− f (A′)f (A) = A˜A˜′ − A˜′A˜
and α′ :U × V → g(V ) by
α′AA′ = f (A)g(A′)− g(A′)f (A) = A˜A¯′ − A¯′A˜.
Thus, T4 ∼= R6 = U ⊕ V with bracket determined by the pair (g−1 ◦ω′, g−1 ◦ α′).
In particular, for the extension g = W ⊕ R3 as given in this example, we have that ω =
g−1 ◦ω′ ◦ β and α = g−1 ◦ α′ ◦ β where β :W → U is given by β(σ) = (σ¯1, σ¯2, σ¯3).
Example 3.9. Consider v = Rn ⊕ R as an abelian Lie algebra. For ω :W × W → Rn, we may
write ω = (ω1, . . . ,ωn), where ωi :W × W → R are bilinear, antisymmetric, continuous maps.
Similarly, for α :W ×Rn → R, we have αi(·) = α·ei , where {ei}ni=1 is the standard basis for Rn.
Thus,
αw(a1, . . . , an) =
n∑
i=1
aiαi(w).
Then α and ω satisfy (C2) as long as
α1 ∧ω1 + · · · + αn ∧ωn = 0.
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β ∈ W ∗.
For n = 2, we have v = R2 ⊕R. Let Ω :W ×W → R be bilinear, antisymmetric, and contin-
uous, and γ :W → R be linear and continuous. Then define ω :W × W → R2 by ω = (Ω,Ω)
and α :W × R2 → R by α1 = γ and α2 = −γ , so that, for any u,w ∈ W and v = (v1, v2) ∈ R2,
ω(w,u) = (Ω(w,u),Ω(w,u)) and αwv = γ (w)(v1 − v2).
Note that, for any w,u,h ∈ W , ω and α satisfy
αhω(w,u) = αh
(
Ω(w,u),Ω(w,u)
)= γ (h)(Ω(w,u)−Ω(w,u))= 0.
Thus, for any (w,v, x), (w′, v′, x′), (w′′, v′′, x′′) ∈ W ⊕ v,
[
(w,v, x), (w′, v′, x′)
]= (0,ω(w,w′), αwv′ − αw′v)
= (0, (Ω(w,w′),Ω(w,w′)), γ (w)(v′1 − v′2)− γ (w′)(v1 − v2)),[
(w′′, v′′, x′′),
[
(w,v, x), (w′, v′, x′)
]]= (0,0, αw′′ω(w,w′))= 0,
and g is a step 2 Lie algebra. The group operation is given by
(w,v, x) · (w′, v′, x′) =
(
w +w′, v + v′ + 1
2
(
Ω(w,w′),Ω(w,w′)
)
,
x + x′ + 1
2
(
γ (w)
(
v′1 − v′2
)− γ (w′)(v1 − v2))
)
.
As an example of a particular appropriate Ω and γ , again let W = W(R3) and H be as in
Example 3.8. Suppose ϕ is an antisymmetric bilinear form on R3, ρ :R3 → R is a linear map,
and η is a finite measure on [0,1]. Then we may define
Ω(σ, τ) =
1∫
0
ϕ
(
σ(s), τ (s)
)
dη(s)
and
γ (σ ) =
1∫
0
ρ
(
σ(s)
)
dη(s).
Example 3.10. Here we make a slight modification on the previous example to construct a strat-
ified step 3 Lie algebra. Let v = R6 = R3 ⊕ R2 ⊕ R be an abelian Lie algebra. Let Ω and γ be
as in the previous example. Define ω :W ×W → R3 by
ω(w,u) = (Ω(w,u),Ω(w,u),Ω(w,u))
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αw
(
(v1, v2, v3), (x1, x2), y
)= (0, (γ (w)(v1 − v2), γ (w)(v2 − v3)), γ (w)(x1 − x2))
(so αw is a particular element of the 6×6 strictly lower triangular matrices). Then αwαu = αuαw
and so α satisfies (C1), and also
αvω(w,u) =
(
0,
(
γ (v)
(
Ω(w,u)−Ω(w,u)), γ (v)(Ω(w,u)−Ω(w,u))),0)= 0,
so α and ω satisfy (C2) trivially. The Lie bracket is given by
[
(w,v, x, y), (w′, v′, x′, y′)
]= (0,ω(w,w′), αwv′ − αw′v,αwx′ − αw′x),
or, more explicitly, this may be written componentwise as
[
(w,v, x, y), (w′, v′, x′, y′)
]
2 =
(
Ω(w,w′),Ω(w,w′),Ω(w,w′)
) ∈ R3,[
(w,v, x, y), (w′, v′, x′, y′)
]
3
= (γ (w)(v′1 − v′2)− γ (w′)(v1 − v2), γ (w)(v′2 − v′3)− γ (w′)(v2 − v3)) ∈ R2,
and
[
(w,v, x, y), (w′, v′, x′, y′)
]
4 = γ (w)
(
x′1 − x′2
)− γ (w′)(x1 − x2) ∈ R.
Thus,
[
(w′′, v′′, x′′, y′′),
[
(w,v, x, y), (w′, v′, x′, y′)
]]
= (0,0, αw′′ω(w,w′), αw′′(αwv′ − αw′v))
= (0,0,0, αw′′αwv′ − αw′′αw′v)
= (0,0,0, γ (w′′)γ (w)(v′1 − v′3)− γ (w′′)γ (w′)(v1 − v3)),
and all higher order brackets are 0. So for g = (w,v, x, y) and g′ = (w′, v′, x′, y′), the group
operation is given by
(g · g′)1 = w +w′,
(g · g′)2 = v + v′ + 12ω(w,w
′),
(g · g′)3 = x + x′ + 12 (αwv
′ − αw′v),
(g · g′)4 = y + y′ + 12 (αwx
′ − αw′x)+ 112
(
α2wv
′ + α2w′v − αwαw′(v − v′)
)
.
Clearly, this example may be further modified to make nilpotent Lie algebras of arbitrary step.
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In this section, we will show that the assumed continuity of ω and α makes the Lie bracket
into a Hilbert–Schmidt operator on gCM . This result will be needed later in guaranteeing that our
stochastic integrals are well defined.
Notation 3.11. Let H1, . . . ,Hn and V be Hilbert spaces, and let {hij }dim(Hi)j=1 denote an orthonor-
mal basis for each Hi . If ρ :H1 × · · · ×Hn → V is a multi-linear map, then the Hilbert–Schmidt
norm of ρ is defined by
‖ρ‖22 := ‖ρ‖2H ∗1 ⊗···⊗H ∗n⊗V =
∑
j1,...,jn
∥∥ρ(h1j1, . . . , hnjn)∥∥2V .
In particular, for H an infinite dimensional Hilbert space with orthonormal basis {hi}∞i=1,
ρ :H⊗n → V is Hilbert–Schmidt if
‖ρ‖22 = ‖ρ‖2(H ∗)⊗n⊗V =
∞∑
j1,...,jn=1
∥∥ρ(hj1, . . . , hjn)∥∥2V < ∞.
One may verify directly that these norms are independent of the chosen bases.
Proposition 3.12. For all w ∈ W and x ∈ v,
‖αw · ‖2v∗⊗v N‖α‖20‖w‖2W and ‖α·x‖2H ∗⊗v  C2‖α‖20‖x‖2v,
where N = dim(v), C2 is as in Eq. (2.1), and ‖ · ‖0 is as defined in Notation 3.2. Also,
∥∥ω(w, ·)∥∥2
H ∗⊗v  C2‖ω‖20‖w‖2W .
Furthermore,
‖α‖22 NC2‖α‖20 < ∞ and ‖ω‖22  C22‖ω‖20 < ∞.
Proof. Let {ei}Ni=1 be an orthonormal basis of v. Then, for any w ∈ W ,
‖αw · ‖2v∗⊗v =
N∑
i=1
‖αwei‖2v 
N∑
i=1
‖α‖20‖w‖2W‖ei‖2v = N‖α‖20‖w‖2W .
For fixed x ∈ v, α·x :W → v is a continuous linear map. Thus, Eq. (2.2) gives
‖α·x‖2H ∗⊗v =
∫
W
‖αwx‖2v dμ(w)

∫
‖α‖20‖w‖2W‖x‖2v dμ(w) = C2‖α‖20‖x‖2v.
W
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∥∥ω(w, ·)∥∥2
H ∗⊗v =
∫
W
∥∥ω(w,w′)∥∥2
v
dμ(w′)

∫
W
‖ω‖20‖w‖2W‖w′‖2W dμ(w′) = C2‖ω‖20‖w‖2W .
Since w → αw is a continuous linear map from W to v∗ ⊗ v, it follows from Eqs. (2.2) and
(2.3) that
‖α‖22 =
∫
W
‖αw · ‖2v∗⊗v dμ(w)
∫
W
N‖α‖20‖w‖2W dμ(w) = NC2‖α‖20,
and since w → ω(w, ·) is a continuous linear map from W to H ∗ ⊗ v,
‖ω‖22 =
∥∥h → ω(h, ·)∥∥2
H ∗⊗(H ∗⊗v) =
∫
W
∥∥ω(w, ·)∥∥2
H ∗⊗v dμ(w)

∫
W
C2‖ω‖20‖w‖2W dμ(w) = C22‖ω‖20. 
This proposition easily gives the following result.
Corollary 3.13. For all m 2, [[[·,·], . . .], ·] :g⊗mCM → v is Hilbert–Schmidt.
Proof. For m = 2, this follows from the previous proposition and the continuity of the Lie
bracket on v, since taking {hi}∞i=1 = {ki}∞i=1 ∪ {ej }Nj=1, where {ki}∞i=1 and {ej }Nj=1 are orthonor-
mal bases of H and v, respectively, gives
∥∥[·,·]∥∥22 = ∥∥[·,·]∥∥2g∗CM⊗g∗CM⊗v =
∞∑
i1,i2=1
∥∥[hi1, hi2 ]∥∥2v
=
∞∑
i1,i2=1
∥∥ω(ki1, ki2)∥∥2v +
∞∑
i1=1
N∑
j2=1
‖αki1 ej2‖2v
+
∞∑
i2=1
N∑
j1=1
‖αki2 ej1‖2v +
N∑
j1,j2=1
∥∥[ej1, ej2]∥∥2v
= ‖ω‖22 + 2‖α‖22 +N < ∞.
Now assume the statement is true for all m = 2, . . . , . Consider m =  + 1. Writing
[[hi1 , hi2], . . . , hi ] ∈ v in terms of the orthonormal basis {ej }Nj=1 and using multiple applica-
tions of the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality give
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=
∞∑
i1,...,i+1=1
∥∥[[[hi1 , hi2], . . . , hi], hi+1]∥∥2v
=
∞∑
i1,...,i+1=1
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
j=1
[ej , hi+1 ]
〈
ej ,
[[hi1, hi2 ], . . . , hi]〉
∥∥∥∥∥
2
v
N
∞∑
i1,...,i+1=1
N∑
j=1
∥∥[ej , hi+1 ]∥∥2v∣∣〈ej , [[hi1, hi2], . . . , hi]〉∣∣2
N
( ∞∑
i+1=1
N∑
j=1
∥∥[ej , hi+1 ]∥∥2v
)( ∞∑
i1,...,i=1
N∑
j=1
∣∣〈ej , [[hi1 , hi2], . . . , hi]〉∣∣2
)
N
∥∥[·,·]∥∥2
g⊗2CM⊗v ·
∥∥[[[·,·], . . .], ·]∥∥2
g⊗CM⊗v,
where in the penultimate inequality we have used that all terms in the sums are positive. The last
line is finite by the induction hypothesis. 
3.3. Length and distance
In this section, we define the Riemannian distance on GCM and show that the topology induced
by this metric is equivalent to the Hilbert topology induced by ‖ · ‖gCM .
For g ∈ G, let Lg :G → G and Rg :G → G denote left and right multiplication by g, respec-
tively. As G is a vector space, to each g ∈ G we can associate the tangent space TgG to G at g,
which is naturally isomorphic to G.
Notation 3.14. For f :G → R a Fréchet smooth function and v, x ∈ G and h ∈ g, let
f ′(x)h := ∂hf (x) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
f (x + th),
and let vx ∈ TxG denote the tangent vector satisfying vxf = f ′(x)v. If σ(t) is any smooth curve
in G such that σ(0) = x and σ˙ (0) = v (for example, σ(t) = x + tv), then
Lg∗vx = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
g · σ(t).
Notation 3.15. Let T > 0 and C1([0, T ],GCM) denote the collection of C1-paths g : [0, T ] →
GCM . The length of g is defined as
CM(g) :=
T∫ ∥∥Lg−1(s)∗g′(s)∥∥gCM ds.0
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dCM(x, y) := inf
{
CM(g): g ∈ C1
([0, T ],GCM) such that g(0) = x and g(T ) = y}.
Note that the value of T in the definition of dCM is irrelevant since the length functional is
invariant under reparameterization.
Proposition 3.16. For g,x ∈ G and vx ∈ TxG,
Lg∗vx = v +
r−1∑
k=1
∑
(n,m)∈Ik
akn,m
×
∑
j∈{1,...,k}
mj>0
mj−1∑
=0
adn1g adm1x · · · adnjg adx adv admj−−1x adnj−1g · · · adnkg admkx g, (3.5)
where akn,m are the coefficients in the group multiplication given in Eq. (3.3).
Proof. The proof is a simple computation. Let x(t) = x + tv, and first note that
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
adn1g ad
m1
x(t) · · · adnkg admkx(t) g
=
∑
j∈{1,...,k}
mj>0
mj−1∑
=0
adn1g adm1x · · · adnjg adx adv admj−−1x adnj−1g · · · adnkg admkx g.
Then using (3.4) and plugging this into
Lg∗vx = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
g · x(t)
= d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
(
g + x(t)+
r−1∑
k=1
∑
(n,m)∈Ik
akn,m adn1g ad
m1
x(t) · · · adnkg admkx(t) g
)
yield the desired result. 
Example 3.17 (Step 3 case). When r = 3, the group operation is
g · h = g + h+ 1
2
[g,h] + 1
12
([
g, [g,h]]+ [h, [h,g]]).
Thus,
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∣∣∣∣
0
g · x(t)
= d
dt
∣∣∣∣
0
(
g + x(t)+ 1
2
[
g,x(t)
]+ 1
12
([
g,
[
g,x(t)
]]+ [x(t), [x(t), g]]))
= v + 1
2
[g, v] + 1
12
([
g, [g, v]]+ [v, [x,g]]+ [x, [v,g]]).
Lemma 3.18. There exists a continuous decreasing function ε > 0 such that, for all g ∈ GCM
and v ∈ gCM,
‖Lg−1∗vg‖gCM  ε
(‖g‖gCM )‖v‖gCM .
Proof. Let g ∈ GCM and v ∈ gCM . By Eq. (3.5),
Lg−1∗vg = v +
r−1∑
k=1
∑
(n,m)∈Ik
akn,m
∑
mj>0
mj−1∑
=0
adn1
g−1 ad
m1
g
· · · adnj
g−1 ad

g adv ad
mj−−1
g · · · adnkg−1 admkg g−1
= v +
r−1∑
k=1
∑
(n,m)∈Ik
(−1)|n|1{mk>0}akn,m ad|m|+|n|g v =
(
I −Λ(g))v, (3.6)
where
Λ(g) := −
r−1∑
=1
d adg
with
d :=
∑
k=1
∑
(n,m)∈Ik|m|+|n|=
(−1)|n|1{mk>0}akn,m.
Since g is nilpotent, the operator Λ(g) is nilpotent. Thus, there exists M ∈ N so that
(
I −Λ(g))−1 = M∑
k=0
Λ(g)k,
and v = (I −Λ(g))−1Lg−1∗vg . Note that the operator norm satisfies
∥∥Λ(g)∥∥ r−1∑ |d|C‖g‖gCM < ∞,
=1
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ε
(‖g‖gCM) :=
[
M∑
k=0
(
r−1∑
=1
|d|C‖g‖gCM
)k]−1
satisfies the desired estimate. 
Proposition 3.19. For all x ∈ GCM and R > 0, there exists δ = δ(x,R) such that dCM(x, y) < δ
implies that ‖y − x‖gCM <R.
Proof. Fix x ∈ GCM and R > 0. We will determine δ = δ(x,R) so that ‖y − x‖gCM R implies
dCM(x, y) δ(x,R). Let B(x,R) := {z ∈ GCM: ‖z − x‖gCM < R}, and consider y ∈ GCM such
that y /∈ B(x,R). Then, for any C1-path g : [0,1] → GCM such that g(0) = x and g(1) = y, there
is some first time t0 such that g exits B(x,R), and
CM(g) =
1∫
0
∥∥Lg−1(s)∗g′(s)∥∥gCM ds 
t0∫
0
∥∥Lg−1(s)∗g′(s)∥∥gCM ds
 ε
(‖x‖gCM +R)
t0∫
0
∥∥g′(s)∥∥
gCM
ds
 ε
(‖x‖gCM +R)∥∥g(t0)− x∥∥gCM = ε(‖x‖gCM +R)R =: δ(x,R),
for ε as given in Lemma 3.18. Since this estimate is true for any C1-path g from x to y /∈ B(x,R),
optimizing over all such paths gives the desired result. 
Proposition 3.20. There exists a continuous increasing function K < ∞ such that K(0) = 0 and,
for all x, y ∈ GCM,
dCM(x, y)
(
1 +K(‖x‖gCM ∧ ‖y‖gCM))‖y − x‖gCM + o(‖y − x‖gCM ),
as ‖y − x‖gCM → 0, where the implied constants in o(‖y − x‖gCM ) also depend on ‖x‖gCM ∧
‖y‖gCM .
Proof. For notational simplicity, let T = 1. Let g(s) be a path in C1([0,1],GCM). By Eq. (3.6),
taking g = g(s) and vg(s) = g′(s), gives
CM(g) =
1∫
0
∥∥∥∥∥g′(s)+
r−1∑
=1
d adg(s) g
′(s)
∥∥∥∥∥
gCM
ds. (3.7)
Now suppose that x, y ∈ GCM , and take g(s) = x + s(y − x) for 0 s  1. Then (3.7) gives
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=
1∫
0
∥∥∥∥∥(y − x)+
r−1∑
=1
d adx+s(y−x)(y − x)
∥∥∥∥∥
gCM
ds
=
1∫
0
∥∥∥∥∥(y − x)+
r−1∑
=1
d
∑
(n,m)∈I|m|+|n|=
s|n| adm1x ad
n1
y−x · · · admx adny−x(y − x)
∥∥∥∥∥
gCM
ds.
Split off all terms in the sum of order two or higher and evaluate the integral,
dCM(x, y)
∥∥∥∥∥(y − x)+
r−1∑
=1
d adx(y − x)
∥∥∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥∥∥
r−1∑
=1
d
∑
(n,m)∈I|m|+|n|=
1{|n|>0}
|n| + 1 ad
m1
x ad
n1
y−x · · · admx adny−x(y − x)
∥∥∥∥∥
gCM

(
1 +
r−1∑
=1
∑
(n,m)∈I|m|+|n|=
|d|C‖x‖gCM
)
‖y − x‖gCM + o
(‖y − x‖gCM ),
where C = C(ω,α) is as defined in (3.2). Interchanging the roles of x and y in g(s), and thus in
this inequality, completes the proof. 
Propositions 3.19 and 3.20 yield the following corollary.
Corollary 3.21. The topology on GCM induced by dCM is equivalent to the Hilbert topology
induced by ‖ · ‖gCM .
3.4. Ricci curvature
In this section, we compute the Ricci curvature of certain finite dimensional approximations
of G and show that it is bounded below uniformly. This result will be used in Section 5.1 to give
Lp-bounds on Radon–Nikodym derivatives of νt . It will also be applied in Section 5.2 to prove
a logarithmic Sobolev inequality for νt . First we must define the appropriate approximations.
Let i :H → W be the inclusion map, and i∗ :W ∗ → H ∗ be its transpose. That is, i∗ :=  ◦ i
for all  ∈ W ∗. Also, let
H∗ :=
{
h ∈ H : 〈·, h〉H ∈ Range(i∗) ⊂ H ∗
}
.
That is, for h ∈ H , h ∈ H∗ if and only if 〈·, h〉H ∈ H ∗ extends to a continuous linear functional
on W , which we will continue to denote by 〈·, h〉H . Because H is a dense subspace of W , i∗ is
injective and thus has a dense range. Since h → 〈·, h〉H as a map from H to H ∗ is a linear
isometric isomorphism, it follows that H∗  h → 〈·, h〉H ∈ W ∗ is a linear isomorphism also, and
so H∗ is a dense subspace of H .
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Let {kj }mj=1 be an orthonormal basis for PH . Then we may extend P to a (unique) continuous
operator from W → H (still denoted by P ) by letting
Pw :=
m∑
j=1
〈w,kj 〉Hkj (3.8)
for all w ∈ W . For later purposes, we will also define
πP (w,x) := (Pw,x).
Notation 3.22. Let Proj(W) denote the collection of finite rank projections on W such that
PW ⊂ H∗ and P |H :H → H is an orthogonal projection, that is, P has the form given in
Eq. (3.8). Further, let GP := PW ⊕ v (a subgroup of GCM), and we equip GP with the left
invariant Riemannian metric induced from the restriction of the inner product on gCM = H ⊕ v
to Lie(GP ) = PH ⊕v =: gPCM . Let RicP denote the associated Ricci tensor at the identity in GP .
Proposition 3.23. For X = (A,a) ∈ gPCM,
〈
RicP X,X
〉
gPCM
= 1
4
∥∥〈a, [·,·]〉∥∥2
(gPCM)
∗⊗(gPCM)∗ −
1
2
∥∥[·,X]∥∥2
(gPCM)
∗⊗v,
where (gPCM)
∗ = (PH)∗ ⊗ v∗.
Proof. For g any nilpotent Lie algebra with orthonormal basis Γ ,
〈RicX,X〉 = 1
4
∑
Y∈Γ
∥∥ad∗YX∥∥2 − 12
∑
Y∈Γ
‖adYX‖2, (3.9)
for all X ∈ g; see, for example, Theorem 7.30 and Corollary 7.33 of [5].
So let Γm := {hi}m+Ni=1 = {(ki,0)}mi=1 ∪ {(0, ej )}Nj=1 be an orthonormal basis of gPCM =
PH ⊕ v, where {ki}mi=1 and {ej }Nj=1 are orthonormal bases of PH and v, respectively. Then,
for Y ∈ gPCM ,
ad∗YX =
∑
hi∈Γm
〈
ad∗Y X,hi
〉
gCM
hi =
∑
hi∈Γm
〈X, adY hi〉gCMhi.
Thus,
∑
hi∈Γm
∥∥ad∗hiX∥∥2gCM = ∑
hi∈Γm
∑
hj∈Γm
〈X, adhi hj 〉2gCM =
∑
hi ,hj∈Γm
〈
X, [hi, hj ]
〉2
gCM
.
Plugging this into (3.9) gives
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RicP X,X
〉
gPCM
= 1
4
∑
hi ,hj∈Γm
〈
X, [hi, hj ]
〉2
gCM
− 1
2
∑
hi∈Γm
∥∥[hi,X]∥∥2gCM
= 1
4
∑
hi ,hj∈Γm
〈
a, [hi, hj ]
〉2
v
− 1
2
∑
hi∈Γm
∥∥[hi,X]∥∥2v. 
Corollary 3.24. Let
K := −1
2
sup
{∥∥[·,X]∥∥2
g∗CM⊗v: ‖X‖gCM = 1
}
.
Then K > −∞ and K is the largest constant such that
〈
RicP X,X
〉
gPCM
K‖X‖2
gPCM
, for all X ∈ gPCM,
holds uniformly for all P ∈ Proj(W).
Proof. The first assertion is simple, since
K −1
2
∥∥[·,·]∥∥22 > −∞,
by Corollary 3.13. Now, for P ∈ Proj(W) as in Notation 3.22, Proposition 3.23 implies that
〈
RicP X,X
〉
gPCM
−1
2
∥∥[·,X]∥∥2
(gPCM)
∗⊗v.
Thus,
〈RicP X,X〉gPCM
‖X‖2
gPCM
−1
2
‖[·,X]‖2
(gPCM)
∗⊗v
‖X‖2
gPCM
−1
2
sup
{∥∥[·,X]∥∥2
(gPCM)
∗⊗v: ‖X‖gPCM = 1
}=: KP . (3.10)
Noting that the infimum of KP over all P ∈ Proj(W) is K completes the proof. 
Remark 3.25. Of course, one can compute the Ricci curvature for GCM just as in Proposi-
tion 3.23. Choose an orthonormal basis Γ = {hi}∞i=1 = {(ki,0)}∞i=1 ∪ {(0, ej )}Nj=1 of gCM =
H ⊕ v, where {ki}∞i=1 is an orthonormal basis of H , and {ej }Nj=1 is an orthonormal basis of v.
Then, for all X = (A,a) ∈ gCM ,
〈RicX,X〉gCM =
1
4
∞∑
i,j=1
〈
a, [hi, hj ]
〉2
v
− 1
2
∞∑
i=1
∥∥[hi,X]∥∥2v
= 1
4
∥∥〈a, [·,·]〉∥∥2
g∗CM⊗g∗CM −
1
2
∥∥[·,X]∥∥2
g∗CM⊗v K‖X‖
2
gCM .
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Suppose that Bt is a smooth curve in gCM with B0 = 0, and consider the differential equation
g˙t = gt B˙t := Lgt∗B˙t , with g0 = e.
The solution gt may be written as follows (see [26]): For t > 0, let n(t) denote the simplex
in Rn given by
{
s = (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ Rn: 0 < s1 < s2 < · · · < sn < t
}
.
Let Sn denote the permutation group on (1, . . . , n), and, for each σ ∈ Sn, let e(σ ) denote the num-
ber of “errors” in the ordering (σ (1), σ (2), . . . , σ (n)), that is, e(σ ) = #{j < n: σ(j) > σ(j +1)}.
Then
gt =
r∑
n=1
∑
σ∈Sn
(
(−1)e(σ )
/
n2
[
n− 1
e(σ )
]) ∫
n(t)
[[· · · [B˙sσ(1) , B˙sσ(2) ], . . . , ]B˙sσ(n)]ds. (4.1)
For n ∈ {1, . . . , r} and σ ∈ Sn, let Fσn :g⊗nCM → v be the linear map given by
Fσn (k1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ kn) :=
[[· · · [kσ(1), kσ(2)], · · ·], kσ(n)]. (4.2)
Recall that Fσn is Hilbert–Schmidt by Corollary 3.13. Then we may write
gt =
r−1∑
n=1
∑
σ∈Sn
cσn F
σ
n
( ∫
n(t)
B˙s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ B˙sn ds
)
, (4.3)
where the coefficients cσn are determined by (4.1). Using this as our motivation, we first explore
stochastic integral analogues of Eq. (4.3) where the smooth curve B is replaced by Brownian
motion on g.
4.1. Multiple Itô integrals
Let 〈·,·〉g⊗nCM denote the inner product on g
⊗n
CM arising from the inner product on gCM . Also, let
{ki}∞i=1 ⊂ H∗ be an orthonormal basis of H , and define Pm ∈ Proj(W) by
Pm(w) =
m∑
i=1
〈w,ki〉Hki, for all w ∈ W, (4.4)
as in Eq. (3.8), and define
πm(w,x) := πPm(w,x) =
(
Pm(w), x
) ∈ GPm.
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{hi}mi=1 to denote an orthonormal basis of GPm , rather than the more cumbersome {hi}m+Ni=1 =
{(ki,0)}mi=1 ∪ {(0, ei)}Ni=1, where {ei}Ni=1 is an orthonormal basis of v.
Let {Bt }t0 = {(βt , βvt )}t0 be a Brownian motion on g = W ⊕ v with variance determined
by
E
[〈Bs,h〉gCM 〈Bt , k〉gCM ]= 〈h, k〉gCM min(s, t),
for all s, t  0 and h = (A,a) and k = (C, c), such that A,C ∈ H∗ and a, c ∈ v. Then πmB =
(Pmβ,β
v) is a Brownian motion on gPm = PmW ⊕ v ⊂ gCM .
Proposition 4.1. For ξ ∈ L2(n(t),g⊗nCM) a continuous mapping, let
Jmn (ξ)t :=
∫
n(t)
〈
π⊗nm ξ(s), dBs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dBsn
〉
g⊗nCM
=
∫
n(t)
〈
ξ(s), dπmBs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dπmBsn
〉
g⊗nCM
.
Then {Jmn (ξ)t }t0 is a continuous L2-martingale such that, for all m,
E
∣∣Jmn (ξ)t ∣∣2  ‖ξ‖2L2(n(t),g⊗nCM),
and there exists a continuous L2-martingale {Jn(ξ)t }t0 such that
lim
m→∞E
[
sup
τt
∣∣Jmn (ξ)τ − Jn(ξ)τ ∣∣2]= 0, (4.5)
for all t < ∞. Jn(ξ)t is well-defined independent of the choice of orthonormal basis {hi}∞i=1
in (4.4), and so will be denoted by
Jn(ξ)t =
∫
n(t)
〈
ξ(s), dBs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dBsn
〉
g⊗nCM
.
Proof. Note first that,
Jmn (ξ)t =
m∑
i1,...,in=1
∫
n(t)
〈
ξ(s), hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hin
〉
g⊗nCM
dBi1s1 · · ·dBinsn
where {Bi}mi=1 are independent real valued Brownian motions. Let ξi1,...,in := 〈ξ,hi1 ⊗· · ·⊗hin〉.
Then
∣∣ξi1,...,in (s)∣∣2  ∥∥ξ(s)∥∥2⊗ngCM
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Wiener–Itô integral, see, for example, [20,25].
Now note that
dJmn (ξ)t =
∫
n−1(t)
〈
ξ(s1, . . . , sn−1, t), dπmBs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dπmBsn−1 ⊗ dπmBt
〉
g⊗nCM
=
m∑
i=1
∫
n−1(t)
〈
ξ(s1, . . . , sn−1, t), dπmBs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dπmBsn−1 ⊗ hi
〉
g⊗nCM
dBit .
Thus, the quadratic variation 〈Jmn (ξ)〉t is given by
m∑
i=1
t∫
0
∣∣∣∣
∫
n−1(τ )
〈
ξ(s1, . . . , sn−1, τ ), dπmBs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dπmBsn−1 ⊗ hi
〉
g⊗nCM
∣∣∣∣
2
dτ,
and
E
∣∣Jmn (ξ)t ∣∣2 = E〈Jmn (ξ)〉t
=
m∑
i1=1
t∫
0
E
[
m∑
i2=1
τ1∫
0
∣∣∣∣
∫
n−2(τ2)
〈
ξ(s1, . . . , sn−2, τ2, τ1), dπmBs1 ⊗ · · ·
⊗ dπmBsn−2 ⊗ hi2 ⊗ hi1
〉
g⊗nCM
∣∣∣∣
2
dτ2
]
dτ1.
Iterating this procedure n times gives
E
∣∣Jmn (ξ)t ∣∣2 =
m∑
i1,...,in=1
∫
n(t)
∣∣〈ξ(τ1, . . . , τn), hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hin 〉g⊗nCM
∣∣2 dτ1 · · · dτn
=
∫
n(t)
∥∥π⊗nm ξ(s)∥∥2g⊗nCM  ‖ξ‖2L2(n(t),g⊗nCM),
and thus, for each n, Jmn (ξ)t is bounded uniformly in L2 independent of m.
Now, for P ∈ Proj(W), let JPn (ξ)t :=
∫
n(t)
〈π⊗nP ξ(s), dBs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dBsn〉g⊗nCM . For P,Q ∈
Proj(W), a similar argument to the above implies that
E
∣∣JPn (ξ)t − JQn (ξ)t ∣∣2 =
∫
n(t)
∥∥π⊗nP ξ(s)− π⊗nQ ξ(s)∥∥2g⊗nCM ds. (4.6)
In particular, take P = Pm and Q = P with m, and note that
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 ξ(s)∥∥2g⊗nCM
=
∞∑
i1,...,in=1
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
j=1
〈
π
⊗j−1
m ⊗ (πm − π)⊗ πn−j−1 ξ(s), hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hin
〉
g⊗nCM
∣∣∣∣∣
2
 n
n∑
j=1
∞∑
i1,...,in=1
∣∣〈π⊗j−1m ⊗ (πm − π)⊗ πn−j−1 ξ(s), hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hin 〉g⊗nCM
∣∣2
= n
n∑
j=1
m∑
i1,...,ij−1=1
m∑
ij=+1
∑
ij+1,...,in=1
∣∣〈ξ(s), hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hin 〉g⊗nCM
∣∣2 → 0, (4.7)
as ,m → ∞, for all s ∈ n(t), since ‖ξ‖2
L2(n(t),g
⊗n
CM)
< ∞. Thus, Eq. (4.6) implies that
lim
,m→∞E
∣∣Jmn (ξ)t − J n (ξ)t ∣∣2 = 0,
by dominated convergence, and {Jmn (ξ)t }∞m=1 is Cauchy in L2. Since the space of continuous
L2-martingales is complete in the norm M → E|Mt |2, there exists a continuous martingale
{Jn(ξ)t }t0 such that
lim
m→∞E
∣∣Jmn (ξ)t − Jn(ξ)t ∣∣2 = 0.
Combining this with Doob’s maximal inequality proves Eq. (4.5).
To see that Jn(ξ)t is independent of the choice of basis, suppose now that {h′j }∞j=1 ⊂ H∗ is
another orthonormal basis for H , and let P ′m :W → H∗ and π ′m :G → GP ′m be the corresponding
orthogonal projections. Consider the inequality (4.7) with π replaced by π ′m. Writing πm−π ′m =
(πm − I )+ (I − π ′m), and considering terms for each fixed j , we have
∞∑
i1,...,in=1
∣∣〈π⊗j−1m ⊗ (πm − I )⊗ (π ′m)n−j−1ξ(s), hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hin 〉g⊗nCM
∣∣2
=
m∑
i1,...,ij−1=1
∞∑
ij=m+1
∞∑
ij+1,...,in=1
∣∣〈ξ(s), hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hij ⊗ π ′mhij+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ π ′mhin 〉g⊗nCM
∣∣2

m∑
i1,...,ij−1=1
∞∑
ij=m+1
∞∑
ij+1,...,in=1
∣∣〈ξ(s), hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hin 〉g⊗nCM
∣∣2 → 0,
as m → ∞. Similarly,
∞∑
i1,...,in=1
∣∣〈π⊗j−1m ⊗ (I − π ′m)⊗ (π ′m)n−j−1ξ(s), hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hin 〉g⊗nCM
∣∣2
=
∞∑ ∣∣〈π⊗j−1m ⊗ (I − π ′m)⊗ (π ′m)n−j−1ξ(s), h′i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ h′in 〉g⊗nCM
∣∣2 → 0,
i1,...,in=1
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lim
m→∞
∥∥π⊗nm ξ(s)− (π ′m)⊗nξ(s)∥∥2g⊗nCM = 0,
for each s ∈ n(t). Thus, for Jm′n (ξ)t := JP
′
m
n (ξ)t , using Eq. (4.6) with P = Pm and Q = P ′m
shows that
lim
m→∞E
∣∣Jmn (ξ)t − Jm′n (ξ)t ∣∣2 = 0,
again by dominated convergence. 
A simple linearity argument extends the map Jn to functions taking values in (g∗CM)⊗n ⊗ v.
Corollary 4.2. Let F ∈ L2(n(t), (g∗CM)⊗n ⊗ v) be a continuous map. That is, F :n(t) ×
g⊗nCM → v is a map continuous in s and linear on g⊗nCM such that
∫
n(t)
∥∥F(s)∥∥22 ds =
∫
n(t)
∞∑
j1,...,jn=1
∥∥F(s)(hj1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjn)∥∥2v ds < ∞.
Then
Jmn (F )t :=
∫
n(t)
F (s)(dπmBs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dπmBsn)
is a continuous L2-martingale, and there exists a continuous v-valued L2-martingale {Jn(F )t }t0
such that
lim
m→∞E
[
sup
τt
∥∥Jmn (ξ)τ − Jn(ξ)τ∥∥2v]= 0,
for all t < ∞. The martingale Jn(ξ)t is well-defined independent of the choice of orthonormal
basis {hi}∞i=1 in (4.4), and thus will be denoted by
Jn(F )t =
∫
n(t)
F (s)(dBs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dBsn).
Proof. Let {ej }Nj=1 be an orthonormal basis of v. Then for any k1, . . . , kn ∈ gCM ,
F(s)(k1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ kn) =
N∑
j=1
〈
F(s)(k1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ kn), ej
〉
ej .
Since 〈F(s)(·), ej 〉 is linear on g⊗nCM , for each s there exists ξj (s) ∈ g⊗nCM such that〈
ξj (s), k1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ kn
〉= 〈F(s)(k1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ kn), ej 〉. (4.8)
3578 T. Melcher / Journal of Functional Analysis 257 (2009) 3552–3592If ξj :n(t) → g⊗nCM is defined by Eq. (4.8), then
‖ξj‖L2(n(t),g⊗nCM) 
∫
n(t)
∥∥F(s)∥∥22 ds < ∞.
Thus,
Jn(F )t =
N∑
j=1
∫
n(t)
〈
ξj (s), dBs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dBsn
〉
ej =
N∑
j=1
Jn(ξj )t ej ,
is well defined, and, for each j , Jn(ξj ) is a martingale as defined in Proposition 4.1. 
4.2. Brownian motion and finite dimensional approximations
Again let Bt denote Brownian motion on g. By Eq. (4.1), the solution to the Stratonovich
stochastic differential equation
δgt = Lgt∗δBt , with g0 = e,
should be given by
gt =
r−1∑
n=1
∑
σ∈Sn
cσn
∫
n(t)
[[· · · [δBsσ(1) , δBsσ(2) ], · · ·], δBsσ(n)], (4.9)
for coefficients cσn determined by Eq. (4.1).
To understand the integrals in (4.9), consider the following heuristic computation. Let
{Mn(t)}t0 denote the process in g⊗n defined by
Mn(t) :=
∫
n(t)
δBs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ δBsn .
By repeatedly applying the definition of the Stratonovich integral, the iterated Stratonovich inte-
gral Mn(t) may be realized as a linear combination of iterated Itô integrals:
Mn(t) =
n∑
m=n/2
1
2n−m
∑
α∈J mn
Int (α),
where
J mn :=
{
(α1, . . . , αm) ∈ {1,2}m:
m∑
αi = n
}
,i=1
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Int (α) =
∫
m(t)
dX1s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dXmsm
with
dXis =
{
dBs if αi = 1,∑∞
j=1 hj ⊗ hj ds if αi = 2;
compare with Proposition 1 of [4]. This change from multiple Stratonovich integrals to multiple
Itô integrals may also be recognized as a specific case of the Hu–Meyer formulas [17,18], but we
will compute more explicitly to verify that our integrals are well defined.
As in Eq. (4.2), letting
Fσn (k1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ kn) :=
[[· · · [kσ(1), kσ(2)], · · ·], kσ(n)],
we may write
gt =
r−1∑
n=1
∑
σ∈Sn
cσn F
σ
n
(
Mn(t)
)= r−1∑
n=1
∑
σ∈Sn
n∑
m=n/2
cσn
2n−m
∑
α∈J mn
F σn
(
Int (α)
)
,
presuming we can make sense of the integrals Fσn (Int (α)).
For each α, let pα = #{i: αi = 1} and qα = #{i: αi = 2} (so that pα + qα = m when α ∈ J mn ),
and let
Jn :=
n⋃
m=n/2
J mn .
Then, for each σ ∈ Sn and α ∈ Jn,
Fσn
(
Int (α)
)= ∫
pα (t)
fα(s, t)Fˆ
σ,α
n (dBs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dBspα ),
where Fˆ σ,αn and fα are as follows.
The map Fˆ σ,αn :g⊗pα → g is defined by
Fˆ σ,αn (k1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ kpα )
:=
∞∑
j1,...,jqα=1
Fσ
′
n (k1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ kpα ⊗ hj1 ⊗ hj1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjqα ⊗ hjqα ), (4.10)
for {hj }∞j=1 an orthonormal basis of gCM and σ ′ = σ ′(α) ∈ Sn given by σ ′ = σ ◦ τ−1, for any
τ ∈ Sn such that
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(
dX1s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dXmsm
)
=
∞∑
j1,...,jqα=1
dBs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dBspα ⊗ hj1 ⊗ hj1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjqα ⊗ hjqα ds1 · · ·dsqα .
To define fα , first consider the polynomial of order qα , in the variables si with i such that
αi = 1 and in the variable t , given by evaluating the integral
f ′α
(
(si : αi = 1), t
)= ∫
′qα (t)
∏
i: αi=2
dsi, (4.11)
where ′qα (t) = {si−1 < si < si+1: αi = 2} with s0 = 0 and sm+1 = t . Then fα is f ′α with the
variables reindexed by the bijection {i: αi = 1} → {1, . . . , pα} that maintains the natural ordering
of these sets. (For example, for α = (1,2,1,2) ∈ J 46 ,
f ′α(s1, s3, t) =
∫
{s1<s2<s3,s3<s4<t}
ds2 ds4 = (t − s3)(s3 − s1),
so that fα(s1, s2, t) = (t − s2)(s2 − s1).)
This explicit realization of fα is not critical to the sequel. It is really only necessary to know
that fα is a polynomial of order qα in s = (s1, . . . , spα ) and t , and thus may be written as
fα(s, t) =
qα∑
a=0
baαt
af˜α,a(s),
for some coefficients baα ∈ R and polynomials f˜α,a of degree qα −a in s. Now, if Fˆ σ,αn is Hilbert–
Schmidt on g⊗pαCM , then∫
pα (t)
∥∥f˜α,a(s)Fˆ σ,αn ∥∥22 ds = ‖f˜α,a‖L2(pα (t))∥∥Fˆ σ,αn ∥∥22 < ∞,
and
Fσn
(
Int (α)
)= qα∑
a=0
baαt
aJn
(
f˜α,aFˆ
σ,α
n
)
t
(4.12)
may be understood in the sense of the limit integrals in Corollary 4.2. (In particular, if αm = 1,
then fα = fα(s) does not depend on t , and Corollary 4.2 implies that Fσn (Int (α)) is a v-valued
L2-martingale.)
The above computations show that, if for all n Fˆ σ,αn is Hilbert–Schmidt for all σ ∈ Sn and
α ∈ Jn, then we may rewrite (4.9) as
gt =
r−1∑
n=1
∑ n∑
m=n/2
cσn
2n−m
∑
m
qα∑
a=0
baαt
aJn
(
f˜α,aFˆ
σ,α
n
)
t
,σ∈Sn α∈Jn
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as desired, and thus gt in (4.9) is well defined.
Lemma 4.3. Let n ∈ {2, . . . , r}, σ ∈ Sn, and α ∈ Jn. For any v ∈ v, 〈Fˆ σ,αn , v〉 is a Hilbert–
Schmidt operator on g⊗pαCM .
Proof. First consider the case n = 2. In this case, pα = 0 or pα = 2. If pα = 0, then Fˆ σ,α2 =∑∞
i=1 Fσ2 (hi ⊗hi) = 0. If pα = 2, then Fˆ σ,α2 (k1 ⊗ k2) = Fσ2 (k1 ⊗ k2) = [kσ(1), kσ(2)] is Hilbert–
Schmidt by Corollary 3.13, and thus 〈Fˆ σ,α2 , v〉 is Hilbert–Schmidt. For n = 3, pα = 1 or pα = 3.
If pα = 3, then α = (1,1,1) and
Fˆ
σ,α
3 (k1 ⊗ k2 ⊗ k3) = Fσ3 (k1 ⊗ k2 ⊗ k3) =
[[kσ(1), kσ(2)], kσ(3)]
is Hilbert–Schmidt, again by Corollary 3.13. If pα = 1, then α = (1,2) or α = (2,1) and
Fˆ
σ,α
3 (k) =
∞∑
i=1
Fσ
′
3 (k ⊗ hi ⊗ hi),
and we need only to consider the case
Fσ
′
3 (k ⊗ h⊗ h) =
[[h, k], h].
So let {ki}∞i=1 be an orthonormal basis of gCM and {e}N=1 be an orthonormal basis of v. As
in the proof of Corollary 3.13, expanding terms in an orthonormal basis of v and applying the
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality give
∥∥〈Fˆ σ,α3 , v〉∥∥22 =
∞∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
j=1
〈[[hj , ki], hj ], v〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∞∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
j=1
N∑
=1
〈[e, hj ], v〉〈e, [hj , ki]〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2
N
∞∑
i=1
N∑
=1
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
j=1
〈[e, hj ], v〉〈e, [hj , ki]〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2
N
∞∑
i=1
N∑
=1
( ∞∑
j=1
∣∣〈[e, hj ], v〉∣∣2
)( ∞∑
j=1
∣∣〈e, [hj , ki]〉∣∣2
)
N
( ∞∑
j=1
N∑
=1
∣∣〈[e, hj ], v〉∣∣2
)( ∞∑
i,j=1
N∑
=1
∣∣〈e, [hj , ki]〉∣∣2
)
N2‖v‖2∥∥[·,·]∥∥22 · ∥∥[·,·]∥∥22.
Now assume 〈Fˆ σ,αn−1, v〉 is Hilbert–Schmidt for all σ ∈ Sn−1 and α ∈ Jn−1, and consider
〈Fˆ σ,αn , v〉 for some σ ∈ Sn and α ∈ J mn . Let a = pα and b = qα , and note that either a  1
and
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=
∞∑
j1,...,jb=1
Fσ
′
n (k1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ka ⊗ hj1 ⊗ hj1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjb ⊗ hjb )
=
∞∑
j1,...,jb=1
[
Fσ
′′
n−1(k1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ kd−1 ⊗ kd+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ka ⊗ hj1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjb ), kd
]
= [Fˆ τ,βn−1(k1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ kd−1 ⊗ kd+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ka), kd], (4.13)
for some d ∈ {1, . . . , a}, σ ′′, τ ∈ Sn−1, and β ∈ J m−1n−1 such that pβ = pα − 1 and qβ = qα , or
b 1 and
Fˆ σ,αn (k1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ka)
=
∞∑
j1,...,jb=1
[
Fσ
′′
n−1(k1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ka ⊗ hj1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjd−1 ⊗ hjd ⊗ hjd+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjb ), hjd
]
=
∞∑
jd=1
[
Fˆ
τ,β
n−1(k1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ka ⊗ hjd ), hjd
]
, (4.14)
for some d ∈ {1, . . . , b}, σ ′′, τ ∈ Sn−1 and β ∈ J mn−1 such that pβ = pα + 1 and qβ = qα − 1. In
the first case, working as above for n = 3, gives
∥∥〈Fˆ σ,αn , v〉∥∥22 =
∞∑
i1,...,ia=1
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
j1,...,jb=1
〈
Fσ
′
n (ki1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ kia ⊗ hj1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjb ), v
〉∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∞∑
i1,...,ia=1
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
j1,...,jb=1
〈[
Fσ
′′
n−1(ki1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjb ), kid
]
, v
〉∣∣∣∣∣
2
N
∞∑
i1,...,ia=1
N∑
=1
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
j1,...,jb=1
〈
Fσ
′′
n−1(ki1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjb ), e
〉〈[e, kid ], v〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= N
∞∑
i1,...,ia=1
N∑
=1
∣∣〈[e, kid ], v〉∣∣2
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
j1,...,jb=1
〈
Fσ
′′
n−1(ki1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjb ), e
〉∣∣∣∣∣
2
N‖v‖2∥∥[·,·]∥∥22
N∑
=1
∥∥〈Fˆ τ,βn−1, e〉∥∥22,
which is finite by the induction hypothesis. Similarly, in the second case
∥∥〈Fˆ σ,αn , v〉∥∥22 =
∞∑ ∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑ 〈[
Fσ
′′
n−1(ki1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjb ), hjd
]
, v
〉∣∣∣∣∣
2i1,...,ia=1 j1,...,jb=1
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∞∑
i1,...,ia=1
N∑
=1
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
j1,...,jb=1
〈
Fσ
′′
n−1(ki1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjb ), e
〉〈[e, hjd ], v〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2
N
( ∞∑
i1,...,ia=1
N∑
=1
∞∑
jd=1
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
j1,...,jd−1,jd+1,...,jb=1
〈
Fσ
′′
n−1(ki1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjb ), e
〉∣∣∣∣∣
2)
×
(
N∑
=1
∞∑
jd=1
∣∣〈[e, hjd ], v〉∣∣2
)
N
N∑
=1
∥∥〈Fˆ τ,βn−1, e〉∥∥22 · ‖v‖2∥∥[·,·]∥∥22. 
Proposition 4.4. Let n ∈ {2, . . . , r}, σ ∈ Sn, and α ∈ Jn. Then Fˆ σ,αn :g⊗pαCM → v is Hilbert–
Schmidt.
Proof. This proof is analogous to that of Lemma 4.3. For Fˆ σ,αn as in Eq. (4.14), we have
∥∥Fˆ σ,αn ∥∥22 =
∞∑
i1,...,ia=1
∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
j1,...,jb=1
[
Fσ
′′
n−1(ki1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjb ), hjd
]∥∥∥∥∥
2
N
∞∑
i1,...,ia=1
N∑
=1
∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
j1,...,jb=1
〈
Fσ
′′
n−1(ki1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjb ), e
〉[e, hjd ]
∥∥∥∥∥
2
N
( ∞∑
=1
∞∑
j=1
∥∥[e, hjd ]∥∥2
)
×
( ∞∑
i1,...,ia=1
N∑
=1
∞∑
jd=1
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
j1,...,jd−1,jd+1,...,jb=1
〈
Fσ
′′
n−1(ki1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hjb ), e
〉∣∣∣∣∣
2)
N
∥∥[·,·]∥∥22
N∑
d=1
∥∥〈Fˆ τ,βn−1, e〉∥∥22,
which is finite by Corollary 3.13 and Lemma 4.3. In a similar way, one may show in the second
case that the same estimate holds for Fˆ σ,αn as in Eq. (4.13). 
Remark 4.5. The proofs of the previous propositions rely strongly on v being finite dimensional.
Thus, if we wished to extend the results of this paper to v an infinite dimensional Lie algebra,
another proof would be required here, or more likely, some trace class requirements on the Lie
bracket of g.
Proposition 4.4 allows us to make the following definition.
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gt =
r∑
n=1
∑
σ∈Sn
n∑
m=n/2
cσn
2n−m
∑
α∈J mn
∫
pα (t)
fα(s, t)Fˆ
σ,α
n (dBs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dBspα ),
where
cσn = (−1)e(σ )
/
n2
[
n− 1
e(σ )
]
,
Fˆ
σ,α
n is as defined in Eq. (4.10), and fα is as defined below Eq. (4.11). For t > 0, let νt = Law(gt )
be the heat kernel measure at time t , a probability measure on G.
Example 4.7 (Step 3 case). Suppose that g is nilpotent of step 3. Then
gt =
3∑
n=1
∑
σ∈Sn
cσn F
σ
n
(
Mn(t)
)
=
3∑
n=1
∑
σ∈Sn
n∑
m=n/2
cσn
2n−m
∑
α∈J mn
F σn
(
Int (α)
)
=
3∑
n=1
∑
σ∈Sn
n∑
m=n/2
cσn
2n−m
∑
α∈J mn
∫
pα (t)
fα(s, t)Fˆ
σ,α
n (dBs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dBspα ).
For n = 1, there is the single term given by
M1(t) =
t∫
0
δBs = Bt .
For n = 2, J2 = {(1,1), (2)}, and so
M2(t) = I 2t ((1,1))+
1
2
I 2t ((2))
=
∫
2(t)
dBs1 ⊗ dBs2 +
1
2
t∫
0
hi ⊗ hi ds2
=
∫
2(t)
dBs1 ⊗ dBs2 +
1
2
t
∞∑
i=1
hi ⊗ hi.
(Again, we use slightly heuristic computations to determine the correct form for the Brownian
motion, but the integrals in the end are well defined.) There are of course just two permutations:
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antisymmetry of the Lie bracket,
∑
σ∈S2
cσ2 F
σ
2
(
M2(t)
)= 1
4
[dBs1, dBs2] −
1
4
[dBs2, dBs1] =
1
2
[dBs1, dBs2].
For n = 3, the permutations are (123) with e = 0, (213), (132), (312), (231) with e = 1, and
(321) with e = 2. Thus,
∑
σ∈S3
cσ3 F
σ
3 (k1 ⊗ k2 ⊗ k3) =
1
9
[[k1, k2], k3]− 118
[[k2, k1, ], k3]− 118
[[k1, k3], k2]
− 1
18
[[k3, k1], k2]− 118
[[k2, k3], k1]+ 19
[[k3, k2, ], k1]
= 1
6
[[k1, k2], k3]+ 16
[[k3, k2, ], k1]. (4.15)
Also, J3 = {(1,1,1), (1,2), (2,1)}, and so
M3(t) = I 3t ((1,1,1))+
1
2
I 3t ((1,2))+
1
2
I 3t ((2,1))
=
∫
3(t)
dBs1 ⊗ dBs2 ⊗ dBs3 +
1
2
∫
2(t)
∞∑
i=1
dBs1 ⊗ hi ⊗ hi ds3
+ 1
2
t∫
0
∞∑
i=1
s3hi ⊗ hi ⊗ dBs3
=
∫
3(t)
dBs1 ⊗ dBs2 ⊗ dBs3 +
1
2
t∫
0
∞∑
i=1
(t − s1) dBs1 ⊗ hi ⊗ hi
+ 1
2
t∫
0
∞∑
i=1
s3hi ⊗ hi ⊗ dBs3 .
Note that f(1,2)(s, t) = t − s1 and f(2,1)(s, t) = s3. Plugging this into Eq. (4.15) gives, for the
α = (1,1,1) ∈ J 33 term,
∑
σ∈S3
cσ3 F
σ
3
(
I 3t ((1,1,1))
)= ∑
σ∈S3
cσ3
∫
3(t)
F σ3 (dBs1 ⊗ dBs2 ⊗ dBs3)
= 1
6
∫ ([[dBs1, dBs2], dBs3]+ [[dBs3, dBs2], dBs1]).
3(t)
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∑
σ∈S3
cσ3 F
σ
3
(
It (1,2)
)= 1
6
t∫
0
∞∑
i=1
(t − s1)
[[dBs1, hi], hi],
and
Fˆ
σ,(1,2)
3 (k) =
∞∑
i=1
Fσ3 (k ⊗ hi ⊗ hi)
with σ ′ = σ . For α = (2,1) ∈ J 23 ,
∑
σ∈S3
cσ3 F
σ
3
(
It ((2,1))
)= 1
6
t∫
0
∞∑
i=1
s3
[[dBs3, hi], hi],
and note that, in this case,
Fˆ
σ,(2,1)
3 (k) =
∞∑
i=1
Fσ
′
3 (k ⊗ hi ⊗ hi) =
∞∑
i=1
Fσ3 (hi ⊗ hi ⊗ k),
and so σ ′ = σ ◦ (231) (or σ ′ = σ ◦ (321)). Combining the above, Brownian motion on G may be
written as
gt = Bt + 12
∫
2(t)
[dBs1, dBs2]
+ 1
12
∫
3(t)
([[dBs1, dBs2], dBs3]+ [[dBs3, dBs2], dBs1])
+ 1
24
∞∑
i=1
t∫
0
(
(t − s)[[dBs,hi], hi]+ s[[dBs,hi], hi])
= Bt + 12
t∫
0
[Bs, dBs] + 112
∫
2(t)
([[Bs1 , dBs1], dBs2]+ [[dBs2, dBs1],Bs1])
+ 1
24
∞∑
i=1
t
[[Bt ,hi], hi].
Remark 4.8. In principle, the Brownian motion on G has generator
 =
∞∑
h˜2i ,
i=1
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field on G such that h˜(e) = h, and  is well-defined independent of the choice of orthonormal
basis. Then the heat kernel measure {νt }t>0 has the standard characterization as the unique family
of probability measures such that νt (f ) :=
∫
G
f dνt is continuously differentiable in t for all
f ∈ C2b(G) and satisfies
d
dt
νt (f ) = 12νt (f ) with limt↓0 νt (f ) = f (e).
However, this realization of νt is not necessary for our results.
Proposition 4.9 (Finite dimensional approximations). For P ∈ Proj(W), let gPt be the continuous
process on GP defined by
gPt =
r∑
n=1
∑
σ∈Sn
n∑
m=n/2
cσn
2n−m
∑
α∈J mn
∫
pα (t)
fα(s, t)Fˆ
σ,α
n (dπBs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dπBspα ),
for π(w,x) = (Pw,x). Then gPt is Brownian motion on GP . In particular, let gt = gPt , for
projections {P}∞=1 ⊂ Proj(W) as in Eq. (4.4). Then, for all p ∈ [1,∞) and t < ∞,
lim
→∞E
[
sup
τt
∥∥gτ − gτ∥∥pg]= 0. (4.16)
Proof. First note that gPt solves the Stratonovich equation δgPt = LgPt ∗δPBt with gP0 = e, see
[3,4,8]. Thus, gPt is a GP -valued Brownian motion.
Now, if βt a Brownian motion on W , then, for all p ∈ [1,∞),
lim
→∞E
[
sup
τt
‖Pβτ − βτ‖pW
]
= 0;
see, for example, Proposition 4.6 of [11]. Thus,
lim
→∞E
[
sup
τt
‖πBτ −Bτ‖pg
]
= 0.
By Eq. (4.12) and its preceding discussion,
gt =
r∑
n=1
∑
σ∈Sn
n∑
m=n/2
cσn
2n−m
∑
α∈J mn
qα∑
a=0
baαt
aJ n
(
f˜αFˆ
σ,α
n
)
t
,
and thus, to verify (4.16), it suffices to show that, for all p ∈ [1,∞),
lim
→∞E
[
sup
∥∥J n (f˜αFˆ σ,αn )τ − Jn(f˜αFˆ σ,αn )τ∥∥pv]= 0,
τt
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recall that f˜α is a deterministic polynomial function in s. Thus J n (f˜αFˆ
σ,α
n ) and Jn(f˜αFˆ σ,αn ) are
v-valued martingales as defined in Corollary 4.2. So, by Doob’s maximal inequality, it suffices
to show that
lim
→∞E
∥∥J n (f˜αFˆ σ,αn )t − Jn(f˜αFˆ σ,αn )t∥∥pv = 0.
Corollary 4.2 gives the limit for p = 2. For p > 2, since each J n (f˜αFˆ σ,αn ) and Jn(f˜αFˆ σ,αn ) has
chaos expansion terminating at degree n, a theorem of Nelson (see Lemma 2 of [23] and pp. 216–
217 of [22]) implies that, for each j ∈ N, there exists cj < ∞ such that
E
∥∥J n (f˜αFˆ σ,αn )t − Jn(f˜αFˆ σ,αn )t∥∥2jv  cj (E∥∥J n (f˜αFˆ σ,αn )t − Jn(f˜αFˆ σ,αn )t∥∥2v)j . 
5. Heat kernel measure
We collect here some properties of the heat kernel measure on G. The following two propo-
sitions are completely analogous to Corollary 4.9 of [11] and Proposition 4.6 in [13]. The proofs
are included here for the convenience of the reader.
Proposition 5.1. For any t > 0, the heat kernel measure νt is invariant under the inversion map
g → g−1 for any g ∈ G.
Proof. The heat kernel measures νPnt = Law(gnt ) on the finite dimensional groups GPn are
invariant under inversion (see, for example, [10]). Suppose that f :G → R is a bounded con-
tinuous function. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that the sequence of
GPn -valued random variables {gnt }∞n=1 in Proposition 4.9 converges almost surely to gt . Thus, by
dominated convergence,
E
[
f
(
g−1t
)]= lim
n→∞E
[
f
((
gnt
)−1)]= lim
n→∞E
[
f
(
gnt
)]= E[f (gt )].
Since νt is the law of gt , this completes the proof. 
Proposition 5.2. For all t > 0, νt (GCM) = 0.
Proof. Let μt denote Wiener measure on W with variance t . Then for a bounded measurable
function f on G = W ⊕ v such that f (w,x) = f (w),∫
G
f (w)dνt (w,x) = E
[
f (βt )
]= ∫
W
f (w)dμt (w).
Let π :W × v → W be the projection π(w,x) = w. Then π∗νt = μt , and thus
νt (GCM) = νt
(
π−1(H)
)= π∗νt (H) = μt(H) = 0. 
This proposition gives some justification to our calling GCM the Cameron–Martin subgroup
of G. In the next section, we further justify this by showing that a Cameron–Martin type quasi-
invariance theorem holds for νt .
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The following theorem states that the heat kernel measure νt = Law(gt ) is quasi-invariant
under left and right translation by elements of GCM and gives estimates for the Radon–Nikodym
derivatives of the translated measures.
Theorem 5.3. For all h ∈ GCM and t > 0, νt ◦L−1h and νt ◦R−1h are absolutely continuous with
respect to νt . Let
Zlh :=
d(νt ◦L−1h )
dνt
and Zrh :=
d(νt ◦R−1h )
dνt
be the Radon–Nikodym derivatives, K be lower bound on the Ricci curvature of G as in Corol-
lary 3.24, and
c(t) := t
et − 1 , for all t ∈ R,
with the convention that c(0) = 1. Then, Zlh,Zrh ∈ Lp(νt ) for all p ∈ [1,∞), and both satisfy the
estimate
∥∥Z∗h∥∥Lp(νt )  exp
(
c(Kt)(p − 1)
2t
d2CM(e, h)
)
,
where ∗ = l or ∗ = r .
Proof. As in [11], the proof of this theorem is an application of Theorem 7.3 and Corollary 7.4
in [12] on the quasi-invariance of heat kernel measures for inductive limits of finite dimensional
Lie groups. In applying these results, the reader should take G0 = GCM , A = Proj(W), sP = πP ,
νP = Law(gPt ), and ν = νt = Law(gt ). We now verify that the hypotheses of Theorem 7.3 of [12]
are satisfied.
By Corollary 3.21, the inductive limit group
⋃
P∈Proj(W) GP is a dense subgroup of GCM .
By Proposition 4.9, for any {Pn}∞n=1 ⊂ Proj(W) with Pn|H ↑ IH and f :G → R a bounded
continuous function,
∫
G
f dνt = lim
n→∞
∫
GPn
(f ◦ iPn) dνPnt , (5.1)
where iPn is the inclusion map, and thus the heat kernel measure is consistent on the finite dimen-
sional projections. Corollary 3.24 says that K > −∞ and RicP KgP , for all P ∈ Proj(W), and
thus the Ricci curvature is uniformly bounded on these projections. Lastly, the length of a path
in the inductive limit group can be approximated by the lengths of paths in the finite dimensional
projections. That is, for any P0 ∈ Proj(W) and ϕ ∈ C1([0,1],GCM) with ϕ(0) = e, there exists
an increasing sequence {Pn}∞n=1 ⊂ Proj(W) such that P0 ⊂ Pn, Pn|H ↑ IH , and
CM(ϕ) = lim GPn (πn ◦ ϕ).n→∞
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GPn (πn ◦ ϕ) =
1∫
0
∥∥∥∥∥πnϕ′(s)+
r−1∑
=1
d adπnϕ(s) πnϕ
′(s)
∥∥∥∥∥
gCM
ds
=
1∫
0
√√√√∥∥PnA′(s)∥∥2H +
∥∥∥∥∥a′(s)+
r−1∑
=1
d adπnϕ(s) πnϕ
′(s)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
v
ds.
Applying dominated convergence to this equation shows that (5.1) holds for any such choice of
Pn|H ↑ IH such that P0 ⊂ Pn. 
We also get the usual strong converse to quasi-invariance of νt under translations by elements
in GCM .
Proposition 5.4. For h ∈ G \GCM and t > 0, (νt ◦L−1h ) and νt are singular and (νt ◦R−1h ) and
νt are singular.
Proof. Again, let μt denote Wiener measure on W with variance t . Let h = (A,a) ∈ G \ GCM
with A ∈ W \H and a ∈ v. Given a measurable subset U ⊂ W ,
νt (U × v) = P(βt ∈ U) = μt(U).
If A ∈ W \H , μt(· −A) and μt are singular; for example, see Corollary 2.5.3 of [6]. Thus, there
are disjoint subsets W0 and W1 of W such that μt(W0) = 1 = μt(W1 −A). Note that
L−1k (U × v) = R−1k (U × v) = (U −A)× v.
Thus, for Gi := Wi × v for i = 0,1, G is the disjoint union of G0 and G1, and νt (G0) =
μt(W0) = 1 while
νt
(
R−1k (G1)
)= νt(L−1k (G1))= νt((W1 −A)× v)= μt(W1 −A) = 1. 
Proposition 5.5. For all h ∈ GCM and t > 0, Zrh(g) = Zlh−1(g−1).
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, νt is invariant under inversions. Thus
∫
G
f (g · h)dνt (g) =
∫
G
f
(
g−1 · h)dνt (g) =
∫
G
f
((
h−1 · g)−1)dνt (g)
=
∫
G
f
(
g−1
)
Zl
h−1(g) dνt (g) =
∫
G
f (g)Zl
h−1
(
g−1
)
dνt (g). 
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Definition 5.6. A function f :G → R is said to be a (smooth) cylinder function if f = F ◦πP for
some P ∈ Proj(W) and some (smooth) function F :GP → R. Also, f is a cylinder polynomial
if f = F ◦ πP for F a polynomial function on GP .
Theorem 5.7. Given a cylinder polynomial f on G, let ∇f :G → gCM be the gradient of f , the
unique element of gCM such that〈∇f (g),h〉
gCM
= h˜f (g) := f ′(g)(Lg∗he),
for all h ∈ gCM. Then for K as in Corollary 3.24,
∫
G
(
f 2 lnf 2
)
dνt −
(∫
G
f 2 dνt
)
· ln
(∫
G
f 2 dνt
)
 21 − e
−Kt
K
∫
G
‖∇f ‖2gCM dνt .
Proof. Following the method of Bakry and Ledoux applied to GP (see Theorem 2.9 of [14] for
the case needed here) shows that
E
[(
f 2 lnf 2
)(
gPt
)]− E[f 2(gPt )] lnE[f 2(gPt )] 21 − e−KP tKP E
∥∥(∇P f )(gPt )∥∥2gPCM ,
for KP as in Eq. (3.10). Since the function x → (1 − e−x)/x is decreasing and K KP for all
P ∈ Proj(W), this estimate also holds with KP replaced with K . Now applying Proposition 4.9
to pass to the limit as P ↑ I gives the desired result. 
Remark 5.8. It is desirable to state Theorem 5.7 for a larger class of functions in L2(νt ). To do
this, one must prove that the gradient operator ∇ :L2(νt ) → L2(νt )⊗ gCM is closable. Unfortu-
nately, Theorem 5.3 doesn’t give good information on the dependence of the Radon–Nikodym
derivatives Zlh and Z
r
h on h, and so at this point we can’t prove the necessary integration by parts
formulae to show closability.
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